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Are you passionate about drumming but don't know where to start? Or
maybe you've tried learning before but haven't found the right resources or
guidance? If so, Play The Drums Now is the perfect solution for you.

Play The Drums Now is an online drum learning platform founded by
renowned drummer Lee Koenig. With over 30 years of experience teaching
drums, Lee has developed a comprehensive and interactive curriculum that
makes learning drums fun and easy. Whether you're a complete beginner
or an experienced drummer looking to improve your skills, Play The Drums
Now has something for you.

What's Included in Play The Drums Now?

Over 100 video lessons: Lee covers everything from basic drumming
techniques to advanced concepts, including rudiments, fills, grooves,
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and solos.

Interactive exercises: Each lesson includes interactive exercises that
allow you to practice the concepts you've learned.

Personalized feedback: Lee provides personalized feedback on your
playing, so you can identify areas for improvement.

Supportive community: Play The Drums Now has a vibrant
community of students and instructors who are always willing to help
and encourage each other.

Benefits of Play The Drums Now

There are many benefits to learning drums with Play The Drums Now,
including:

Convenience: You can learn drums at your own pace and on your
own schedule.

Affordability: Play The Drums Now is much more affordable than
traditional drum lessons.

Effectiveness: Lee's proven curriculum and interactive exercises will
help you learn drums faster and more effectively.

Fun: Learning drums with Play The Drums Now is fun and engaging.

Who is Play The Drums Now For?

Play The Drums Now is for anyone who wants to learn drums, regardless
of their age, skill level, or musical background. Whether you're a complete
beginner or an experienced drummer looking to improve your skills, Play
The Drums Now has something for you.



How to Get Started with Play The Drums Now

Getting started with Play The Drums Now is easy. Simply create an
account and choose a subscription plan. There are three subscription plans
to choose from, so you can find the one that's right for you.

Once you've created an account, you'll have access to all of the video
lessons, interactive exercises, and other resources that Play The Drums
Now has to offer. You can start learning at your own pace and on your own
schedule.

If you're serious about learning drums, Play The Drums Now is the best
online drum learning platform available. With its comprehensive curriculum,
personalized feedback, and supportive community, Play The Drums Now
will help you achieve your drumming goals.

So what are you waiting for? Sign up for Play The Drums Now today and
start learning drums the fun and easy way!

About Lee Koenig

Lee Koenig is a renowned drummer, educator, and author. He has over 30
years of experience teaching drums and has developed a reputation as one
of the most respected drum instructors in the world. Lee is the founder of
Play The Drums Now, an online drum learning platform that offers a
comprehensive and interactive curriculum for drummers of all levels.

Lee has also written several books on drumming, including "The Complete
Idiot's Guide to Playing Drums" and "The Ultimate Guide to Playing
Drums."



Lee is a passionate advocate for music education and believes that
everyone can learn to play drums. He is dedicated to providing affordable
and accessible drum lessons to people of all ages and backgrounds.
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Discover the Enchanting Allure of Collingwood,
Ontario, Canada
Nestled amidst the breathtaking landscape of Ontario, Canada, the
charming town of Collingwood beckons travelers with its pristine
beaches, picturesque trails, vibrant arts...
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Roberto Galli: Embracing the Fantasy of
Yankee Doodle
In the realm of equestrian arts, Roberto Galli stands as a maestro of
innovation and enchantment. His masterwork, Yankee Doodle Fantasy,
has...
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